Abstract Social media are an online means of interaction among individuals. People are increasingly using social media, especially online communities, to discuss health concerns and seek support. Understanding topics, sentiment, and structures of these communities informs important aspects of health-related conditions. There has been growing research interest in analysing online mental health communities; however, analysis of these communities with health concerns has been limited. This paper investigates and identifies latent meta-groups of online communities with and without mental health-related conditions including depression and autism. Large datasets from online communities were crawled. We analyse sentiment-based, psycholinguistics-based and topicbased features from blog posts made by members of these online communities. The work focuses on using nonparametric methods to infer latent topics automatically from the corpus of affective words in the blog posts. The visualization of the discovered meta-communities in their use of latent topics shows a difference between the groups. This presents evidence of the emotion-bearing difference in online mental health-related communities, suggesting a possible angle for support and intervention. The methodology might offer potential machine learning techniques for research and practice in psychiatry.
Introduction
The advantage of social media has been improving the quality of healthcare. Social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr have become increasingly recognized as a promising platform for healthcare support and intervention [6, 7, 23] . People have been moving away from their traditional communication, now meeting up online and using social media tools to make a different communication model. Online communities have been built up as forums for individuals to share information and advice in a variety of their daily life, especially their health beings [38] . With the popularity of social networks, social media offers a low-cost sensing channel to analyse health behaviours of individuals and communities through their postings.
Mental healthcare is another area that gradually benefits from social media. By accessing social media sites (e.g. patientslikeme.com), individuals with depressive symptoms can make connection with others for sharing their experiences, finding answers to health questions, and expressing themselves with many kinds of data. In a social study [50] , up to 41% of participants with depression answered that online communities help them to reconnect individuals and overcome their depressive states. Several latent patterns and factors within online depression-related communities dictate this process, including topics of discussion, posting behaviour, demographic information, relationship, interaction, and emotions [21, 49, 50] . Furthermore, the core symptoms of depression, such as social withdrawal and sleep disturbance, are also characteristics of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) which are associated with the most psychiatric disorder as depression. Some symptoms of ASD such as obsessionality and self-injury may be developed during an episode of depression [19, 63] . Online autism communities have been studies in [46, 48] . The authors investigated the topic patterns, language styles, and affective information in these communities in comparison with general online communities. In these conditions, social media can be seen a life saver.
The content of blog posts in social media sites is more subjective than others. It is suitable for a sentiment analysis on both individuals and community contexts. For sentiment analysis, features are either manually textual or predefined terms where words or phrases are mapped to sentimentbearing scores. Several related works in feature selection for sentiment analysis and opinion mining can be seen in studies [52, 53] . In addition, other works examined in features representing user's mobile behaviours and environment to perform the demographic and location prediction [26, 27, 68] . However, profiling at multiple scales, from an individual to their joined community, is crucial within and across online communities. It needs the correct interpretation of features in context. Social media research has investigated global patterns of behaviours from large-scale data instead of seeking user-centric patterns [42] . It requires to build tools for inferring and utilizing both the complex and dynamic relationships between online users from individuals to their community perspectives. While questionnaire-based methods continue to dictate the research by social scientists [21, 22, 49] , data-driven methods for online communities with mental health-related concerns are still in early stages. Understanding risk factors and latent patterns in these online mental health-related communities is an important step in many aspects of coping with mental health issues, ranging from singling out individual aspect for support (e.g. relationship between long working hour and depression) to informing preventative healthcare policy (e.g. by looking at clustering of communities spatially).
This study aims to examine patterns and formations of online mental health-related communities including depression, autism, and general online communities. Using data crawled from LiveJournal 1 , we apply a Bayesian nonparametric in topic modelling to automatically infer latent topics of interest in using discrete mood tags, generic words, language styles, and the set of affective information among the communities. Moreover, mental health is intrinsically linked to emotion; hence, our next focus is to investigate the varying sentiment-based representations for communities. In addition to exploratory analysis, we demonstrate the usefulness of latent topics by further clustering these communities into meta-groups. Visualization of our clustering results indicate that these meta-groups of communities can be well separated when projecting on 2D spaces. This demonstrates the evidence of emotion-bearing differentiation in online mental health-related communities, suggesting a possible angle for support and intervention. 1 www.livejournal.com.
The preliminary version of this work has been presented in [10] . In this work, we extended substantially on the aspect of topic models, especially hierarchical Dirichlet process. We provide comparison study to include the result for metacommunities clustering based on psycholinguistics-based community representation. In addition, we describe breakdown statistics of dataset cohorts, then presenting further analysis on sentiment sharing between autism and depression cohorts in meta-communities discovered by our algorithms. Furthermore, the difference in the use of topics of interest between these two groups is also investigated and presented in this paper.
Our contributions of this work are: (1) a novel problem on analysing both generic-based and sentiment-based topics in online mental health-related communities including those related to depression and autism symptoms; (2) a feasible application of nonparametric methods in the tasks of exploratory analysis, avoiding the problem with parametric methods when the latent patterns (e.g. topics or clusters) are unknown. In particular, to cluster communities into meta-communities automatically (is also called as hypercommunities discovery), we use a method in the theory of graphical models based on the concept of message passing between data points to automatically discover the number of clusters; and (3) that we believe to be the first to differentiate the communities based on the latent patterns (topics) of a quite comprehensive set of features: mood tags, affective information, psycholinguistics, and generic words from the blog posts.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews existing works on social media, mental healthcare and online community discovery. In Sect. 3, we present the description of datasets and its features, community representations, and clustering approaches for the nonparametric discovery of online communities. The experiments, analysis, and discussion on the results are provided in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude the paper with several closing remarks and future directions in Sect. 5.
Related work

Social media and health
Social media are becoming "sensors" that capture and reflect user-egocentric thoughts and feelings about any happenings in their daily life. Social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr have provided a huge source of information available for studies on social media, specially healthcare [28] . It revolutionized the approaches researchers acquire their data and also the ways in which those social media data can be carried on practical use. As many of these online platforms increasingly gained more attraction from individuals, after years, a large group of users with various records of life events is built up.
An increasing body of work has been interested in exploiting how social media can be used to infer the people health behaviours. In psychology, health behaviours shape the health and well-being of individuals, communities, and populations [62] . Moreover, [24] showed that social media can reshape healthcare in several ways (i.e. the way doctors and patients interact). By detecting changes of user-centric behaviours in social media, mental or behavioural health concerns are indicated. It is also revealed that social media data can be analysed to assess the role of sentiment, emotions, or mental status of a community [3] as well as to identify most disease-related conditions and symptoms [57, 58] or mental health issues (e.g. depression or suicide) [13, 14, 54] . In addition, whenever posts have been made by someone, these posts can be immediately analysed to identify whether that person is an "at-risk" one in mental health or not. Then mental health support and interventions are considered to deliver self-help or proactive interventions for reducing the risk [6, 7, 23] . Furthermore, some work [54] [55] [56] found apparent evidences that people are progressively spending amounts of their online time to post messages about their health beings (e.g. depression) with treatment on virtual social networks such as Twitter, Facebook, and LiveJournal. Our work focus on this promising new trend of research.
Impacts of online mental health-related communities
To understand aspects of online mental health-related communities including online depression and autism communities, several research has been done for identifying characteristics of these communities [29, 44, 46, 47, [49] [50] [51] . With questionnaire-based methods, existing studies (e.g. Nimrod [49] [50] [51] ) focused on investigating the content and characteristics of the discussions in online depression communities. Their findings shown that online depression communities can serve as a promising platform for exchanging the experience of living with mental health conditions (i.e. depression). These sharing experience might enhance a better understanding of people with mental health-related concerns and also encourage them during struggling over their medical conditions for a better improvement. In a related work, by investigating both language styles and topics expressed in the content of blog posts in online autism communities, the study [46] indicated that substantial differences between autism and general online communities are significantly characterized by both latent topics of discussion and psycholinguistic features. In addition, existing studies [41, 44, 60] analysed several informative features of blog posts including topical content, linguistic styles, and sentiment conveyance (mood) for examining online social capital and mood in two extremes (high and low) to identify distinct communities among different social capital groups of both depression and general communities. The study suggests that mining blogs have the potential to detect clinical information from online communities. It means that social media can be used as a barometer of mood in monitoring and detecting mental well-beings in online communities [39, 54, 60] . Echoing these above studies, we further substantiate the sentiment analysis of online mental health-related communities to support the idea that social media can be seen as an effective platform for future intervention framework. Hence, using machine learning approaches, negative thoughts expressed in posts can be detected, bringing timely help and support to those mental health-related communities.
Applied machine learning for community discovery
Community detection can be seen as an important activity for analysing social media networks in several domains. The community detection helps us to understand the formation and function of each community in the whole network. Many different approaches based on graph (or link) structures to modularity-based or model-based methods have been investigated in community detection [15, 67] . Specifically, for hyper-groups discovery of online communities, link structure approaches (e.g. friendship and community membership) have been investigated in [20, 30] . Furthermore, several studies [5] analysed peer interactions in online healthcare forums with the measures of the quality and homophily of discovered communities. Their findings suggest that by observing interactions on healthcare communities we can discover meaningful sub-communities among them. However, the link structures are not strong available overtime due to the dynamic nature of social media. Other alternative approaches to community discovery focused on the content messages made by members in the community to characterize online communities. These communities were represented by topical, sentiment-based, psycholinguistics-based features [43] and tagged media (e.g. in Flickr groups) [37] . The findings indicate that sentiment-based hyper-community discovery on general online communities has potential implications in mental health-related research (e.g. support or surveillance on communities with negative sentiment).
Moreover, sentiment patterns such as moods and affective words usage in blog posts have been investigated in some studies for identifying characteristics of online communities and its members [3, 11, 34, 39, 45, 60] . Indeed, mood is a popular and strong form of sentiment expression, conveying a emotional state of one's mind such as being happy, sad, or anger. While social media texts are rich source of sentiment, mood sensing from these texts is an important role in monitoring and detecting mental well-being in online communities. For example, Choudhury et. al [13, 14] examined emotional states of individuals in social media to predict the levels of depression in populations. Mood used to identify mental health-related issues of communities [9, 14] , or to gain sentiment patterns of how people interact with others [39] , or to characterize users and communities for detecting hyper-communities [40, 45] . Their findings indicate that sentiment-based clustering for community discovery is potential to be explored. Any discovered sentiment-based hyper-group of online communities can be seen as social indicators for mental health, aiming support or surveillance to these meta-communities. However, none has comprehensively considered the problem of using community clustering based on sentiment.
For learning latent topics from the content of posted messages, probabilistic topic modelling approaches (e.g. probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) [25] , latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] , or hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP) [65] ) have shown to be effective in discovering latent topics from the corpus of blog posts. Several studies [35, 41, 43, 44, 58, 66] used the standard parametric model LDA to learn latent topics from the content of blogs and tweets in the blogosphere for their research on mental health signals in social media. Using LDA to gain latent topics, [41] found significant differences among study cohorts which are characterized by the latent topics of discussion, psycholinguistic features, and tagged moods. Many studies (e.g. [9, 47] ) investigated the impact of topics and language styles among users in different cohorts defined by mood tags, social connectivity, and age from the online depression community. However, the topic modelling approaches face a critical issue in determining the key parameters (e.g. the number of topics in LDA). These parameters are not always available and quite difficult to specify in advance. We address the above parametric limitation by employing the Bayesian nonparametric topic modelling in discovering latent topics from the content of blog posts made by users in online communities with and without mental health-related states.
Language styles are effective features for identifying the style of individuals in their personal blogs. In psychology studies, the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) package [59] is often used to capture language styles from the words people use in writing. It offers a wide scope of features ranging from linguistics, stylistics, social, affective, cognitive, perceptual, biological, relativity, personal concerns, to spoken features. These features were found to be good indicators of depression and mental health [12, 14, 29, 47] . Based on LIWC features (also called psycholinguistic features), existing studies on community detection (e.g. [43, 45] ) have investigated the language styles of individuals expressed in their blog posts on general online communities. Their findings on the LIWC-based representation suggest that LIWC features are worthy follow-up for community representation when these psycholinguistic features are cheap to obtain on blog posts.
For clustering tasks, both parametric (e.g. K-means) and nonparametric clustering approaches (e.g. affinity propagation (AP) algorithm [18] ) are widely applied. In clustering data, each data point from the similarity matrix is allowed to belong to a single clusters. Since the number of clusters is unknown in advance, the parametric methods are not often suitable. In addition, exemplars of clusters cannot be obtained during clustering by these approaches. Meanwhile, the nonparametric models can solve the parametric limitation when it allows an unbounded number of clusters. For example, the AP algorithm based on probabilistic graphical modelling discovers the unknown number latent clusters by passing local messages. During clustering, it also produces exemplars for each cluster as representatives for the hidden hyper-group of communities [43] . In this study, we apply the AP algorithm for detecting online meta-communities in dynamic nature of online settings.
Methodology
In this section, we briefly describe datasets used in our experiments in this paper. Next, we review the background of Bayesian nonparametric methods, especially the HDP model, for inferring latent patterns/topics from data corpus. We then introduce different community representations using a variety of feature sets extracted from the content of blog posts made within the community. Finally, we apply affinity propagation algorithm, a nonparametric clustering approach, to discover meta-communities, then presenting standard measures for evaluating the quality of clustering performance.
Datasets description
Data were crawled from the LiveJournal (LJ) blogging site. It is one of the world's most popular blogging sites with over 1.9 million active bloggers/users since 1999 [33] . LJ allows people to create personal blogs for maintaining their social interaction and exchanging thoughts, feelings and knowledge with others. In addition, this community publishing platform supports individuals with common interest to form the community along with their own personal blogs. Many online communities interested in health-related conditions have been created in LJ. Furthermore, LJ bloggers can either select a mood from a predefined list of 132 common moods given by LJ or enter a free text to label their posts at the time of writing. Thus, in conjunction with affective information expressed from the content of the post, the mood tags provide potential sources for sentiment analysis and for understanding affective aspects of mental health-related communities. Figure 1a shows a sample post containing a "happy" mood tagged while a "sad" mood tagged post is illustrated in In this study, we aim to investigate online communities with and without mental health-related conditions. We identify a cohort of online communities who have self-description as in their profile as having any mental health-related concerns. Thus, large cohort data are further constructed for mental health-related disorders (e.g. depression and autism) as well as for general online communities who do not self-identify as having any mental-related conditions. As mentioned in Sect. 1, it is well known that people affected by autism or ASD is associated with depression. Therefore, in this study, we present an analysis on online communities with members affected by or interested in whether depression or autism (Fig. 2) . A cloud visualization of moods tagged in the posts of these investigated online communities is further shown in Fig. 3a . As expected, both positive and negative valence moods are used to tag to the blog posts by individuals while blogging in online communities they have joined. The three study cohorts are described as follows: Table 1 . AUTISM Cohort similar to the selection of online communities for Depression cohort, we search for all communities interested in "autism", on LiveJournal, among the results of autism-related communities; ten online communities with largest number of posts were selected as Autism cohort for this study. A glimpse of the biography of these communities in the Autism cohort is given in Table 2 . GENERAL Cohort for diversity, we constructed a General cohort with 23 general online communities who were chosen from five common categories of communities in LiveJournal community directory 3 including Fashion, Food, Parenting, Pets, and Technology categories. In these groups, each community has at least 200 posts from their members. These selected general communities for each category are shown in Fig. 2 .
Thus, the dataset for this study includes three groups (DEPRESSION, AUTISM, and GENERAL communities as can be seen at high level) and 11 subgroups (as can be seen at low level) of these 3 groups with a total of 57 online communities (24 DEPRESSION, 10 AUTISM, and 23 GENERAL communities) as shown in Fig. 2 . Particularly, the study uses a large cohort of data from nearly 52,000 users with a total of 268,400 posts, including nearly 10,000 users with 38,400 posts from 24 DEPRESSION communities, nearly 2000 users with 10,000 posts in 10 AUTISM communities, and 40,000 users with 220,000 posts in 23 GENERAL online communities.
Feature extraction
In social media, the content of blog posts is more subjective than other forms of social media data, making it suitable for any analysis for both individuals and communities. We hence focus on mood, affective information, psycholinguistics, and latent topics derived from the content of blog posts as follows.
Mood-based features
We identify all the linguistic terms, called mood tags, tagged to the blog posts while posting. We focus on mood, a com-mon form of sentiment, conveyed in the blog posts. Mood is a strong representation of the sentiment of someone who expresses an emotional state of feeling, such as being happy, sad, or angry. While LiveJournal provides a mechanism for people to tag a mood to their posts, this allows us to analyse the mood directly provided by users. A visualization, such as a tag cloud of these moods on our datasets, is shown in Fig. 3a . We assume that there exists a difference in the use of moods tagged to the blog posts by users in online communities. Such online communities can be grouped into a hyper-group of communities by their common mood usage.
Affective-based features
While mood tags may not always be available, other affective information can be extracted for any arbitrary text collection. In this study, we use the sentiment-bearing lexicon package, called Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) [4] , to measure affective information of social media as features for sentiment analysis. ANEW is a set of 1,304 sentimentexpressing English words created by the National Institute of Mental Health of the United States as a standard for research in cognition and emotion. Each ANEW word is rated in terms of three normalized well-known values: valence, arousal, and dominance. The valence and arousal values of words in the ANEW lexicon are on a scale of 1, very unpleasant and least active, to 9, very pleasant and most active. The valence value indicates the level of happiness, whereas the arousal score implies the degree of activation. The dominance values indicate the degree of control, ranging from 2.27 (helpless) to 7.88 (leader). To know more about this affective lexicon, a cloud visualization of ANEW words extracted from the study data corpus is shown in Fig. 3b. 
Language style-based features
Another powerful feature set is psycholinguistics which people use as a language style in their writing during online communications. These psycholinguistics or language styles are extracted by the LIWC package which is a text analysis software used in psychology to measure emotion expression of writings. The LIWC package assigns English terms to one of the four high-level categories including linguistic processes (i.e. functional aspects of text), psychological processes (i.e. all social, emotional, cognitive, perceptual, biological processes and any references to time or space), personal concerns (i.e. anything related to work, leisure, money and religion) and spoken categories (i.e. filler and agreement words) which are also further sub-categorized into a three-level hierarchy. According to several studies [59, 64] , with the massive social media corpora of millions of weblogs, such text corpora provide potential measurements of affective processes of psychological states, such as positive or negative emotions with a high rate of words. Therefore, the LIWC with a variety of lexicon for linguistics and psychological topics is improved, enhancing the use of social media corpora for sentiment analysis.
Generic word-based topic features
The interaction of topic and sentiment plays a crucial role in sentiment analysis. To extract topics in the content, probabilistic approaches including PLSA, LDA, and HDP can be used. In this study, we use Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) topic modelling to automatically infer latent topics of interest in a given corpus of texts. The model learns the probabilities p (vocabulary | topic) that are used to describe a topic and assigns a topic to each word in every document. Each post can then be represented as a mixture of topics using probability p (topic | document). We present more details of the nonparametric approaches in the following Sect. 3.3. 
Nonparametric topic modelling with hierarchical dirichlet processes
In this paper, we apply the hierarchical Dirichlet processes (HDP) model [65] to automatically infer the number K of latent topics from the corpus of blog posts among online communities in this study. The model uses a Dirichlet process (DP) [17] as the underlying nonparametric prior distribution for modelling of grouped data. HDP is a particularly attractive formalism when it posits the dependency among the group-level Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) models [1, 36] by another DP. A graphical model illustration for HDP using its stickbreaking representation is shown in Fig. 4 . Specifically, let J be the number of groups of data points indexed as j = 1, . . . , J and x j1 , . . . , x j N j be N j exchangeable observations associated with the group j. These observations are assumed to be exchangeable within the group j. Under HDP model, each group j is equipped with a random group-specific mixture distribution G j which is statistically connected with other mixture distributions via another DP sharing the same base probability measure G 0 :
The base measure G 0 is also a random probability measure distributed according to another DP:
This generative process further suggests that G j (s) are exchangeable at the group level which admits the following stick-breaking representation for HDP:
When linked together by G 0 , G j as shown in [65] , we have the following form:
From the definition of the HDP, it is clear that all random mixture component G j 's, G 0 , and H share the same support Θ across groups. The local atom in the group j can be drawn as θ ji iid ∼ G j , and the observation (e.g. data point) is generated as following process x ji ∼ F(θ ji ).
Using a similar scheme described earlier for the DPM, inference in HDP can be carried out under a collapsed Gibbs sampling whose details can be found in [65] . For this inference task, we run Gibbs sampling for 1000 iterations with a burn-in period of 50 samples and the concentration parameters γ and α are also resampled by following a gamma distribution as described in [65] . Using our Gibbs inference codes in MATLAB and C#, HDP automatically yielded latent topics for mood tags, generic words, and affective words in the blog posts made in the communities. Then such communities based on different community representations are clustered into meta-communities (or hyper-groups of communities). In HDP, the data are organized as documents in which each document is a bag-of-words, generated from underlying latent topics. Following this, we treat each community as one document, each mood tag, affective, or generic word can be seen as one word in the model. In the following subsection, we present the different community representations based on each type of latent topic features which are automatically inferred by HDP from each corpus of "content" in the blog posts of the communities.
Community representation
Online social network has its own definition of an online community [8] . Since the visual representation of a social network can be more complex in a traditional graph model, in the literature, this definition focuses on some explicitly or implicitly properties of the host network platform. Thus, online communities have been recognized in a variety of shapes and sizes. Each online community (e.g. a blogging community in LiveJournal) is defined by the scope of properties (i.e. topics) aiming to the host and among other things (i.e. members, interests, posts, and comments). It might have a number of interesting features. Given above definition of online community, in this paper, we aim to group similarity communities that somehow share the same or related common properties. This section presents different representations of online communities based on different interesting features for the meta-communities discovery.
Latent mood-based community representation
In this section, we introduce community representation based on latent mood-based topics called LMCR. Assuming that there is a difference in moods tagged to posts among online communities, such communities can be grouped into metacommunities by the similarity of their tagged moods. Indeed, LiveJournal provides a set of 132 predefined moods for their members to tag to their posts while blogging. From the data cohorts, a tag cloud visualization of these moods tagged in the blog posts is shown in Fig. 3a .
Denoted by M = {happy, sad, . . .} the set of moods, where |M | = 132 is the total number of moods predefined by LiveJournal. Let m j = m j1 , m j2 , . . . , m jn j be the set of mood tags in community j where n j is the total number of posts made by all members of the community j, and m ji ∈ M is a mood tagged to the blog post i in the community j. In the HDP model, for inferring latent mood-based topics, we treat each community as one document while each mood tag is considered as one word in the model. Thus, with J online communities, the corpus is built with J documents aggregated from all J communities C = ∪ J j=1 m j . We run the HDP model over the corpus C with J documents to automatically learn K latent topics. Each community j can be represented by θ j which is a K -dimensional vector, where the k th element is a mixture proportion π j of topic k for the community j. These mixtures are used to perform the mood-based community clustering. Moreover, the latent topics extracted from the corpus of mood tags shall be referred to as mood topics formally defined as follows.
Definition 1
Let M be a collection of 132 predefined mood tags defined by LiveJournal, and a mood topic is a discrete distribution over the set M .
Mood usage-based community representation
This representation is called MUCR. Using the notation in Sect. 3.4.1, let m j = m j1 , m j2 , . . . , m j132 be the 132-dimensional mood usage vector as mood usage-based representation for the community j, where the element m jk is the total number of times the mood k th ∈ M was tagged within the community j. Each 132-dimensional mood usage vector m j is normalized by the total number of blog posts with a mood tag in the community to unity, so that 132 i=1 m ji = 1. For J communities, a mood usage matrix T ∈ R J ×132 is used as input to perform the mood usage-based community clustering task.
When mood tags are unavailable or not used in any blog posts within the community, the sentiment-based community representations can be constructed by using emotion or affective information in the content of blog posts in the following subsections.
Latent ANEW-based community representation
In this representation called LACR, online communities can be represented by HDP latent topics on affective words in blog posts made by members of each community. We use the ANEW lexicon to identify affective words in blog posts made by members of each community.
In each community j, let a j = a j1 , a j2 , . . . , a jn j be the set of ANEW feature vectors where n j is the total number of blog posts in this community and each element a ji is a 1034-dimensional ANEW feature vector whose kth element is the number of times the kth ANEW word occurs in the content of the blog post ith of the community j. Each community is considered as one document while each element a jk is as one word in the HDP model. Thus, with J communities, a matrix C ∈ R (J ×n j )×1034 is used as inputs to the HDP model, where n j is the total number of blog posts in the jth community. If π j denotes the topic mixture proportion for the community jth, the jth community can be represented by a vector θ j which is a K -dimensional vector of the topic mixture proportions, where the kth element of the vector θ j represents the mixture proportion π j of the topic k for the community j. These mixtures are used to perform the latent ANEW-based community clustering task. Furthermore, latent topics are extracted from the corpus of ANEW words shall be referred to as ANEW topics formally defined as follows.
Definition 2 Let
A be a set of 1, 034 sentiment-conveying English words known as ANEW, and an ANEW topic is a discrete distribution over the set A.
Examples of these ANEW topics are shown in Fig. 5. element is the number of times of the kth ANEW term used in the content of blog posts made by users of the community j. The ANEW usage vector a j is normalized to unity, so that 1034 i=1 a ji = 1. With J communities, a matrix T ∈ R J ×1034 which each row is the vector a j is used to perform the ANEW usage-based meta-community discovering task.
ANEW usage-based community representation
Latent ANEW-based over community representation
Another method for community representation is based on latent ANEW-based topics across each community called LAoCR. For each community, all ANEW words from all blog posts are combined to form the corpus to input to the HDP model. Each community is treated as one document while each ANEW word is considered as a word in the model. For J online communities, the corpus consists of J documents containing ANEW words. We also ran the HDP model over this corpus of J documents to obtain K latent ANEW-based topics automatically. When π j denotes the topic mixture proportion for the community jth, a vector θ j can represent for the community j. The vector θ j is a K -dimensional vector of the topic mixture proportions, where K is the number of latent topics and the kth element represents the mixture proportion of the topic k for the community jth. These mixtures θ j are used to perform the community clustering task.
Latent generic word-based community representation
Assuming that similar online communities discuss a similar mix of topics, each community can be represented by the latent topics of what members of a community talk about. This community representation is called LGWCR. Let x j = x 1 j , x 2 j , . . . , x n j j be the set of blog posts in the jth community where n j is the total number of blog posts in this community. We run the HDP model over a corpus of J documents aggregated over all communities C = ∪ J j=1 x j , wherein each community is considered as one document while each generic word in the content of all posts of each community in the model [65] . Let θ i j be the topic mixture for the post x i j , then π j = 1 n j θ i j denotes the topic mixture for the jth community. It is a K -dimensional vector whose the kth element represents the mixture proportion of the topic kth for the community jth. Such latent topics inferred by HDP from the corpus of generic words shall be referred to as generic word topics formally defined as follows.
Definition 3
Let V be a vocabulary of generic words in every post, and a generic word topic is a discrete distribution over the vocabulary V .
Psycholinguistics-based community representation
Another community representation is based on psycholinguistic features of blog posts made by users in each community. This representation, called LIWCR, can be seen a combination of pure topical and sentiment-based representations. The psycholinguistic or language features are extracted and classified by the LIWC package. The LIWC consists of 68 English terms assigned to one of the four high-level categories: linguistic processes, psychological processes, personal concerns, and spoken categories, which are also further sub-categorized into a three-level hierarchy. It also organizes terms into psychological meaningful categories based on words and language style reflect most domain of cognitive and emotional processes involved in interaction during communication. For each community, all 68 LIWC features are applied to build a 68-dimensional vector. It can be represented as a psycholinguistics-based community representation for the community clustering. We average all LIWC values on the number of posts over the number of members in the community.
Community clustering and evaluation
Understanding the formation of online mental health-related communities is important to comprehend aspects of mental health disorders in the online settings. We aim to group online communities with and without mental health-related conditions that rely on a variety of features including sentiment, affective information, generic words, and psycholinguistic (or language) features. Nonparametric clustering approach is applied to automatically discover the unknown number of meta-communities. Then, to evaluate the performance of community clustering algorithm, we use four popular and standard metrics given in Sect. 3.5.2.
Nonparametric clustering
In this paper, we use affinity propagation (AP) [18] algorithm, a nonparametric clustering method, to automatically discover the number of clusters of online communities as well as the cluster exemplars. In our setting, this is crucial since the number of meta-communities cannot be easy to know in advance. The algorithm requires the pairwise similarities between data points that are representative of communities. In our case, we define similarity measures between two communities based on the latent sentiment (mood tags or ANEW lexicon), generic topical, or psycholinguistic (LIWC) features in these communities. The Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [based on negative Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence] [16] is used to compute the topic proportion similarities between communities. As defined in Sect. 3.4, each community is represented as a proper probability mass function over topics (HDP latent topics), mood usage, or affective word usage. With topic modelling, x and y are two probability measures, representing the mixing proportions of topics, the JS divergence is calculated as follows:
is the KL distance. The pairwise similarity between two topic proportions (data points) is computed by D(x, y) = e −J S(x,y) .
Evaluation of clustering
The clustering performance is judged by using four standard metrics of clustering quality as follows: cluster purity (CP), the normalized mutual information (NMI), the rand index (RI) and the F-measure (F1-score) [32] . In particular, CP is a transparent evaluation measure, while NMI can be an information theoretic interpretation of clustering. The RI punishes both types of errors: false-positive and false-negative decisions during clustering. In addition, the F-measure supports differential weighting of these two types of errors. More details are given in [32] . The higher the metric which always a number between 0 and 1, the better the clustering quality.
Experiments and Analysis
In this section, we perform experiments and analysis on nonparametric discovery of online meta-communities. We first use the HDP model to automatically learn the latent topics for mood tags, affective information, psycholinguistics, and generic words in the posts made by users in the communities with different community representations (except MUCR, AUCR, and LIWCR because of their different representation approaches, as shown in Sects. 3.4.2, 3.4.4, and 3.4.7,  respectively) . The community representations are discussed in Sect. 3.4 and are summarized in Table 3 . In addition, Table  4 shows the number of HDP latent topics yielded from the model for each type of features. In particular, we emphasize on both the mood-based and ANEW-based topics for which, unlike usual notion of generic word topics, they represent the sentiment conveyance in the context. We then use the topic mixture proportions inferred by the HDP model as input to the AP algorithm for categorizing meta-groups of communities. The nonparametric clustering methods were described in Sect. 3.5. We evaluate the clustering performance at two levels of ground truth including 3 categories and 11 subcategories which are shown in Fig. 2 .
Furthermore, examples of tag cloud visualization for different types of latent topics are shown in Fig. 5 . In the visualization, mood-based topics are reasonably informative by grouping moods with similar valance value together (e.g. "tired", "sleepy", "exhausted"). For generic word topics, the topic {cut, school, cutting, depression, self, bipolar, …} is related to mental health-related conditions such as self-harm, depression and bipolar. In addition, ANEW-based topics also provide informative topics related to affective information through the discussion within online mental health-related communities. It is potential input features for clustering distinct groups of similarity communities. We present the results for the discovery of meta-communities as follows.
Meta-communities Discovery
In this section, we present the results for the meta-community discovery on the different community representations, including mood-based (i.e. LMCR and MUCR), affective wordbased (i.e. LACR, AUCR, and LAoCR), language stylebased (LIWCR), and generic word-based (LGWCR) representations. Regarding the results in Table 4 , for each community representation, the number of clusters is called the number of meta-communities. In addition, for clustering evaluation, we report all four metrics as presented in Sect. 3.5.2, namely CP, NMI, RI, and F-score. The clustering performance based on different community representation for two levels of the ground truth of 3 groups and of 11 subgroups is shown in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. This two levels of ground truth are mentioned earlier in Fig. 2 . LGWCR By topic mixtures of latent generic word-based topics 3.4.6 LIWCR By mixture proportions of psycholinguistics-based topics 3.4.7 Psycholinguistics-based (LIWCR) 6 Bold values indicate the best performance of clustering on proposed community representations Bold values indicate the best performance of clustering on proposed community representations For the clustering performance on the ground truth of 3 groups, Table 5 shows that both mood tags and affective words are in fact the most informative sources for identifying online meta-communities. The best performance is obtained on user-annotated mood-based representations, achieving 84% CP and 45% NMI for LMCR; 82% CP and 47% NMI for MUCR. More interesting, without any user-annotated mood tags, only LACR can be considered an effective and efficient way for large-scale sentiment analysis on online mental health-related communities. The results for the LACR representation are 84% CP and 45% NMI. Similar to the results for MUCR and LACR, the clustering performance on LIWCR also achieved the same high value at 84% CP and 44% NMI. However, for AUCR, LAoCR, and LGWCR representations, the clustering performance was poor compared to MUCR, LMCR, and LACR representations.
At a finer level of the clustering evaluation on the ground truth of the 11 subgroups, the best clustering performance is achieved on the LACR representation. Indeed, Table 6 shows that the clustering performance on the LACR approach achieves 74% CP and 73% NMI, while the metrics for the mood-based representation (LMCR) are the second highest with 68% CP and 69% NMI. Similar to the clustering result on the 3 groups, the metrics for AUCR, LAoCR, and LGWCR representations are around 50% CP and 50% NMI which is still lower than for LACR, LMCR, and MUCR representations.
Furthermore, we investigate the distance between online communities in the usage of latent topics for mood tags, affective words, generic words, and language styles to understand how latent topics shape the community clustering. Particularly, we use a recent advanced tool in machine learning called t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) [31] to project each representation for online communities into 2D spaces. The t-SNE tool is considered as a new method for the visualization of large datasets [61] . As shown in Figs. 13a, 14a , and 15a, it is interesting to see that the visualization of online communities of 3 groups (DEPRES-SION, AUTISM, and GENERAL) are well separated in using mood-based and ANEW-based representation for such communities. The data points represented for the communities in each group are almost separated from other groups in 2D spaces. However, the visualization shows the present of some autism-related and depression-related communities in the area of the GENERAL group. Moreover, we note that most communities of AUTISM group are often appeared closely to those in the DEPRESSION group on different aspects of community representation. In short, the separation between mental health-related and general groups on social media is visible, confirming the difference in the usage latent topics of either moods, affective information or generic words between three groups. In the finer level of 11 sub-categories, all Figs. 13b, 14b, and 15b show the distance in the interest of latent topics between communities of such sub-categories. The results indicate the informative aspects of sentiment analysis on online mental health-related communities to separate them. Therefore, the results of detecting online meta-communities based on different community representations including sentiment-based [e.g. mood-based (LMCR, MUCR), ANEW-based (LACR)], language style-based, and generic word-based (LGWCR) representations are analysed in more detail as follows.
Mood-based Meta-communities
In this section, we present the discovery of meta-communities based on two mood-based community representations, nam- ely LMCR and MUCR. For LMCR, based on the similarity communities on the preference of latent mood topics, 11 meta-communities are clustered by the AP algorithm shown in Table 7 . In addition, Fig. 10 illustrates the proportion of mood-based topics being used in each meta-community. As shown in Fig. 6 , of these 11 meta-communities, there are eight and five 100% pure meta-communities with regard to the ground truth for both the 3 groups and the 11 subgroups, respectively. Mood-based community clustering reveals differences in these 100% pure meta-communities. For example, of the three 100% pure meta-groups those communities in the DEPRESSION category (Separation in LJ categories), one of which is the only 100% pure meta-communities in the clustering task with the 11 LJ categories. Regarding the GENERAL category, one of 100% pure meta-communities, cluster no. 11, includes all communities: {computer_help, computerhelp, htmlhelp, ipod, macintosh, webdesign} from the Technology category (Fig. 7) . In addition, as shown in Fig. 13c , the visualization of distance in the interest of the HDP latent mood topics among the 11 metacommunities shows a visible separation between the clusters. In the visualization, three 100% pure meta-groups those communities in DEPRESSION category are separated from others. For MUCR, the community clustering task yielded 
ANEW-based meta-communities
We present the clustering results of the three ANEW-based community representations consisting of LACR, AUCR, and LAoCR. Of three representations, we focus on the clustering results of the LACR representation because its clustering performance is higher than the other two ANEW-based representations (AUCR and LAoCR). Clustering on the LACR yielded 14 meta-communities, as shown in Table 8 . Interestingly, in Fig. 7 , of these 14 meta-communities, there are twelve 100% pure meta-communities regarding the ground truth of both the 3 groups and the 11 subgroups, including one belonging to AUTISM cohort, two meta-groups from the DEPRESSION cohort, and nine from the LJ categories. Moreover, two other clusters (Nos. 3 and 12) consist of almost all mental health-related communities in both the DEPRES-SION and AUTISM cohorts. Significantly, of 100% pure clusters, two (Nos. 2 and 9) are found in both the LACR and LMCR representations, such as {bentolunch, picturing_food} and {imissmydad, momlessdaughter}. In addition, one discovered meta-community, {computer_help, computerhelp, htmlhelp, ipod, macintosh, webdesign} in the LMCR is further devided into two meta-communities ({computerhelp, ipod, macintosh} and {computer_help, htmlhelp, webdesign}) in LACR. Some meta-communities in this clustering are found as subgroups in mood-based clustering. Moreover, three 100% pure meta-communities (Nos. 1, 9, and 13) consist of 100% pure mental health-related communities in either autism, separation or self-harm categories. As shown in Fig. 6 , the results of clustering performance of this representation are the highest results in both cluster purity and NMI. For a better understanding of how latent ANEW topics shape meta-communities, we visualize the distance in the usage of the latent affective-based topics of these metacommunities. Figure 14c shows a visible separation between meta-communities. Particularly, clusters of those communities in both the depression or autism cohorts, namely clusters Nos. 1, 3, 9, and 13, are further separated in the visualization. This confirm that there are differences in the usage latent topics of affective information in the content of the posts between discovered meta-communities.
Generic word-based meta-communities
For the LGWCR, the clustering yielded 8 meta-communities as listed in Table 9 . Of these discovered meta-communities, there are three 100% pure meta-communiteies, namely clus- As shown in the results, we observed that 90% of communities of two meta-communities (Nos. 2 and 3) are from mental health-related groups, namely DEPRESSION and AUTISM categories. Again, the visualization of the distance in the use of the HDP generic word topics among all 8 discovered meta-communities shows a further separation between these meta-communities, as shown in Fig. 15c . Moreover, the separation between three mental health-related metacommunities (i.e. Nos. 2, 3, and 6) is also visible.
Psycholinguistics-based meta-communities
Community clustering based on the psycholinguistics-based community representation yielded 6 meta-communities. As shown in Fig. 9 , for the ground truth of the three groups, two meta-communities are 100% pure clusters (Nos. 2 and 4) with the same communities in the GENERAL category. For the ground truth of the 11 sub-categories, there is only one 100% pure meta-communities cluster (No. 2) with the same communities of the Food category. The top three LIWC features for all meta-communities are linguistic features such as wc (i.e. word count -length of post), dict (i.e. dictionary words), and funct (i.e. total function words), appearing in these meta-communities to help associate them together. Furthermore, of top ten LIWC categories shared in discovered meta-communities, both cogmech (i.e. cognitive processes) and relativ (i.e. relativity) features contribute significantly in the grouping process. Even though the number of 100% pure meta-communities is low, the clustering performance of this representation is quite high in comparison with other representations, such as LMCR and LACR, in the ground truth of the 3 groups.
Discussion on discovered meta-communities
In this section, we discuss the performance of the nonparametric discovery of online mental health-related communities from the different community representations. Sentiment-based representations such as LMCR, MUCR, and LACR are the best choices for the task of metacommunity discovery. The clustering performance of these representations is higher than the results of other community representations (i.e. AUCR, LAoCR, and LGWCR). Particularly, the results illustrate that the LACR is highly recommended to be used for assessing sentiment aspect of online mental health-related communities. In contrast to expectations, other ANEW-based community representations do not perform well for the task of hyper-community (metacommunities) detection. Even though the generic word-based representation is considered as a suitable choice of the method for hyper-community detection of general community categories [43] , in this study, the results for the LGWCR clustering are not better than some sentiment-based representations (e.g. LMCR or LACR). Moreover, the existing related study by Nguyen et al. [45] identified hyper-communities of 100 general online communities with the best measures on cluster purity and NMI for HDP latent topic-based community representation versus others. Thus, our results are more meaningful when the better cluster performances are from latent HDP topics for the sentiment-based community representations (LMCR and LACR). According to the meta-communities discovered using the LMCR representation, we investigate the shared emotions or feelings between the Depression and Autism communities in the same clustered meta-community. Figure 10 shows latent mood tag topics being used among the 11 discovered clusters (meta-communities). Cluster No. 2, consisting of bentoluch and picturing_food from GENERAL group, focused on using high positive valence moods such as happy, accomplished and hungry (topic 14). Likewise, cluster No. 9, including communities in the DEPRESSION group expressed negative emotional moods such as depressed, blank, and scared (topic 2). Only cluster No. 8 is a mix group of communities from DEPRESSION, AUTISM and GENERAL groups. Details of shared feelings (mood) between the AUTISM's communities and DEPRESSION's communities in this cluster No. 8 are found in Fig. 11 . Obviously, tag cloud of top 20 moods usage in this cluster shows all negative emotion (low valence moods) such as curious, confused, sad, and, tired, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 11 . In particular, three latent mood-based topics (topicS 2, 4, and 12) are dominant topics being discussed in this cluster (of The AUTISM and DEPRESSION communities). The DEPRESSION community in this meta-group tagged more moods in these three latent topics than the AUTISM community. Meanwhile, the only GENERAL's community in this cluster interested in other topics.
From the discovered meta-communities in the LACR clustering, cluster No. 12 of the AUTISM and DEPRESSION communities strongly focused on 5 of 17 HDP affective word-based topics, namely as 3, 6, 9, 11, and 14. Figure  12 details on the latent mood-based topics shared by the Autism-and Depression-related communities in the cluster No. 12 . Furthermore, DEPRESSION communities shows a stronger contribution on the shared latent topics than AUTISM communities when they were clustered into the same meta-community No. 12 in the LACR representation.
Of the psycholinguistics-based meta-communities, as shown in Fig. 9 , three meta-communities (Clusters Nos. 1, 5, and 6) include a mix of mental health-related communities and others. The significant difference between these 3 metagroups with the first 4 meta-groups in this clustering is that the social process (e.g. mate, they, talk, child) including family (e.g. daughter, wife, aunt), friend (e.g. friends, neighbour) and human (e.g. adult, boy, baby) sub-categories appear in the top 10 LIWC features above average by meta-communities.
Topics of interest in autism and depression cohorts
In this section, the difference in the topics of interest between the Autism and Depression communities is investigated. As given in Sect. 3.5.1, we identify that many meta-clusters consist of a mix of Autism and Depression communities. The relationship between these two groups can be seen in the visualizations in Figs. 13, 14 , and 15. Furthermore, using the HDP latent topics of interests for the two groups, the difference in the use of the topics of interest between these two groups is defined as di f f = mean asd −mean dep mean asd , for AUTISM versus DEPRESSION, where mean asd is the average of topic mixture proportion over communities of the AUTISM cohort, and mean dep is the average of topic mixture proportion over the DEPRESSION cohort. If di f f > 0, the latent topic is more interested in the autism than the depression community and vice versa. As expected, autism-related topics are used more by the AUTISM community than the DEPRESSION community. As shown in Table 10 , autism, school, and read were three top dominant topics for the AUTISM community, reflecting the difficulties facing individuals with autism in relation to education due to their issues with social communication and interactions (i.e. social is also a dominant topic in this group). These findings are quite similar to [48] in relation to differences in the use of topics between the Autism and Control (General) communities. Family-related topics (i.e. mom, dad, mother, and family) with negative emotions (i.e. away, gone, died, ), mental-related concerns topics (i.e. depression, bipolar, meds, and doctor), and self-injured topics (i.e. cut, cutting, hurt, pain, and suicide) are dominant topics for the Depression community.
Conclusion
This paper analysed on online communities with and without mental disorders using a variety of features from blog post corpus to discover meta-communities. We used the HDP algorithm to infer latent topics from the corpus which was built from mood, affective words, language styles, and generic words in the blog posts made by users in online communities. We applied a nonparametric clustering algorithm to discover significant meta-communities among online communities with different community representations. We also investigated the shared emotion/feeling between online autism-related and depression-related communities when they are clustered into the same meta-communities. Furthermore, the visualization of online discovered metacommunities in the use of latent topics shows a separation between the groups. This is evidence of sentiment-bearing differentiation in online mental health-related communities, suggesting a possible angle for building interventions that can bring help and support in mental healthcare for this online susceptible communities.
